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Received 20 July 1989 

Abstract. In this paper the magnetic structures of various substituted ferrites are reviewed. 
Attention is focused on the more usual case of a local canted state. Several systems and 
detailed magnetic experiments are listed and discussed. Then experimental phase diagrams 
(tetrahedral-octahedral iron conentrations) are established to distinguish between different 
magnetic regions: ferrimagnetic order, local canted state or perturbed magnetic order, spin- 
glass-like phase and in between intermediate regions. 

1. Introduction 

Very soon after the explanation of the ferrite magnetic moment in terms of the Neel 
two-sublattice model of ferrimagnetism, it was found that ferrites which had been 
sufficiently substituted with non-magnetic atoms showed significant departures from the 
Neel collinear model [l]. Three theoretical models have been used to explain these 
departures: 

(i) a paramagnetic centre model in which the number of magnetic nearest neighbours 
determines whether a magnetic ion remains paramagnetic or contributes to the mag- 
netisation [2], 

(ii) a uniform spin canting relative to the average magnetisation [3] and 
(iii) a localised canting where the canting angle of a magnetic ion spin depends on 

the local magnetic environment [4]. 

For the latter case attempts [ 5 , 6 ]  have been made to determine mathematical formulae; 
the calculations in [6] have been refined by several workers [7-91. Recent reviews on 
this topic are to be found in [9, 101. 

In the last 15 years, several concepts have been developed in order to understand 
the properties of spin glasses and other disordered magnetic phases. Frustration [ l l ]  
and randomness are necessary to obtain these types of magnetic phase and are evidently 
present in substituted ferrites. Generally, the three exchange integrals J a b ,  J b b  and J,, 
are negative with lJabl 2=- I J b b /  and IJ,,/. Therefore the two magnetic sublattices are 
antiparallel and J,, and J b b  are frustrated. In addition, the substitution of non-magnetic 
(or magnetic) atoms is always in random positions except in very special cases. For the 
spinel systems, a model has been developed [12] which leads not only to a spin-glass 
phase for certain concentrations but also to a new magnetic phase called a semi-spin 
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glass where two transitions are expected: the first at a high temperature for the longi- 
tudinal spin component which orders ferrimagnetically, and the second at a low tem- 
perature for the transverse spin component which has a spin-glass-type order. The re- 
entrant state, predicted in [ 131 from mean-field theory, is phenomenologically strictly 
equivalent to the semi-spin-glass state. 

Bond percolation is another interesting concept. Applied to spinels [14-,161, it leads 
to three regions in the magnetic ion concentration diagram: 

(i) a region corresponding to the absence of percolation of intra-sublattice and inter- 
sublattice bonds which probably leads to paramagnetism; 

(ii) another region where the percolation of AB bonds only (neglecting the intra- 
sublattice bonds) is effective, leading to ferrimagnetism, at least on an average (canted 
structures can occur in this region); 

(iii) finally, an intermediate region between regions (i) and (ii), where disordered 
magnetic phases are expected such as spin-glass or spin-glass-like phases. 

Also, the problem of random uniaxial anisotropy has been studied in order to 
understand the magnetic properties of amorphous materials containing anisotropic rare 
earths. Several new magnetic states are predicted depending on the strength of the 
anisotropy relative to the exchange [17, 181. Unfortunately, the application of models 
has not been attempted in the case of spinels where anisotropic Fe2+, Co2+ and Mn3+ 
ions can occur in random positions. We discuss, in 5 3 of this paper, the possible effect 
of anisotropic ion substitution on the magnetic structure. 

Theoretical studies and very numerous experimental studies performed on various 
systems have led to the definition of the spin-glass state characterised in particular by a 
true thermodynamic phase transition occurring at a well defined temperature (for 
reviews on spin glasses see [ 191). It has also been shown that various compounds present 
some properties similar to those of spin glasses, but cannot be considered as spin glasses 
because certain crucial properties are not found. The natures of the disordered magnetic 
states, which are intermediate between the ‘true’ spin-glass state and classical order, are 
still not well known (this question is reviewed in [20] and an excellent review on non- 
collinear spin structure can be found in [21]). 

The case of systems with two magnetic sublattices is particularly interesting because 
they have been the object of intensive experimental studies ( ferrites) and they can exhibit 
at least one particular disordered magnetic phase. At low temperatures a localised canted 
state (LCS) is phenomenologically equivalent to the re-entrant state or semi-spin-glass 
phase. The only difference lies in the appearance of a collinear structure at high tem- 
peratures, which is not expected in the LCS model. It is also noteworthy that the exchange 
linkage approach [2] belongs to the same phenomenology as percolation calculations 
and that a modern version of this approach could be based on the existence of clusters 
uncorrelated with the infinite magnetic network [22]. 

In this paper we discuss briefly the experimental techniques which provide evidence 
for disordered magnetic phases in ferrites and in particular LCSS. We indicate the systems 
where these types of phase have been found and finally we establish an experimental 
phase diagram. 

2. Discussion 

We are concerned with the properties of disordered magnetic phases and in particular 
LCSS. Therefore we first discuss the results of high-field magnetisation and Mossbauer 
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spectroscopy in a high applied field, both of which give direct evidence for a canted 
structure. Since the spin-glass or spin-glass-like states are demonstrated by low-field 
magnetisation measurements, we subsequently discuss the results obtained by these 
techniques. Finally we examine the results obtained by techniques which do not involve 
an external field, i.e. Mossbauer spectroscopy and neutron diffraction. 

At the outset it is necessary to classify the systems under review since their properties 
depend on the species of magnetic atoms (different exchange integrals are expected) 
and also on the mixing of magnetic atoms within a given sublattice. We can distinguish 
four sorts of system: 

(i) systems designated by A in table 1, with the general formulae 
((M1)1-,D,)(~,[(M3)~-,Dy]2~B,04 where there is only one kind of magnetic atom in a 
sublattice (M is a magnetic atom and D a diamagnetic atom); 

(ii) systemsB with the general formulae (Fe:T,D,)(,, [(M3, M4) -YDY]2(B104 where 
the A site is occupied by Fe3+ and the B site by a mixture of two magnetic atoms; 

(iii) systems C with the general formulae ( (Fe3+, M2)1 -xDx)jrt)[(Fe3+, 
M4)1 -yD,]2(B)0, where the two sites are occupied by Fe3+ and another magnetic atom; 

(iv) finally, more complex systems D (note that there are no diamagnetic atoms in 
the D21 to D24 systems). 

All the systems cited and the corresponding references are listed in table 1 

2.1. High-field measurements 

Several systems have been the object of magnetisation measurements in high applied 
fields: at low temperatures the A13 [7], B12 [53], B22 [59], B31 [60], B32 [SI, C23 [64] 
and D23 [72] systems and, as a function of temperature, the A l l  [23], A13 [9,25], A15 
[31], A16 [35] and D13 [69] systems. The same trend is always observed. Beyond a 
certain concentration, i.e. when x exceeds a certain value, the magnetisation at low 
temperature does not saturate for fields up to 16 T and the value obtained at the highest 
fields is smaller than that expected from a collinear model. At higher temperatures, the 
same type of variation is observed with a decrease in the magnetisation as illustrated in 
figure 1. These features are strong evidence for a canted structure but it is difficult to 
distinguish between a LCS or a Yafet-Kittel-type structure. As a rule, two special features 
occur. 

(i) At low and medium fields, the magnetisation does not reach a maximum at the 
lowest temperature but at an intermediate temperature. This may indicate a decrease 
in the magnetic order at low temperatures but it can also be explained by a different 
variation in the magnetisation of each sublattice. 

(ii) Above the NCel temperature TN determined from low-field magnetisation or 
susceptibility measurements, the plot of magnetisation against field shows a slight 
curvature, indicating that the true paramagnetic state is not reached. It is likely that 
some short-range order exists above TN and that the transition from the paramagnetic 
to the magnetic states takes place over a large temperature range due to the occurrence 
of clusters coming from short range order. With decreasing temperature the clusters 
grow and merge into the infinite magnetic network [22]. 

Mossbauer spectroscopy in applied fields has been performed at low temperatures 
on numerous systems: A12 [24], A13 [26], A16 [36], A17 [40], A41 [47], B11 [50], B21 
[54,55], B31 [60], B32 [SI, C31 [65], D21 [70], D22 [71] and D23 [73]. Concerning this 
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Table 1. List of systems for which compounds show LCSS or disordered magnetism from 
certain x-values (for classification see text). 

Ions Designation Compound Reference 

A1 1 
A12 
A13 
A14 
A15 
A16 
A17 
A18 
A21 
A31 
A32 
A33 
A41 
A5 1 

B11 
B12 
B21 
B22 
B31 
B32 
B41 

c11 
c 2  1 
c22 
C23 
C3 1 
C4 1 

D11 
D12 
D13 
D21 
D22 
D23 
D24 

experiment, we note a short review paper [74] and a result obtained on a monocrystal 
[63]. Some systems have been studied as a function of temperature: A l l  [23], A15 [31], 
A16 [37], A18 [16], A41 [48], A51 [22] and B21 [56] .  

In Mossbauer spectroscopy, if lines 2 and 5 of the six lines hyperfine pattern do not 
collapse when an external field is applied parallel to y-rays, a canted structure must exist. 
From the relative areas of these lines, it is possible to deduce the mean canting angles. 
It is necessary to use sufficiently high fields to suppress the domains and it is advisable 
to increase the field up to 6 Tin order to determine (or to check when the site occupation 
is known) the populations of the two sites. 

Several general trends can be deduced from the published results. 

(i) Canting within the B sites appears when the concentration x of non-magnetic 
atoms in the A sites is greater than about 0.3 and the mean canting angle increases with 
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Figure 1. Magnetisation against applied field for different temperatures in the case of the 
A15 system withx = 1.25 [31]. 

increasing x .  Canting within the A sites can also occur but only when the dilution in B 
sites is much higher, y 3 0.6. However, results exist for only a few systems (Al l ,  A15 
and A17). The mean canting angle also increases with increasing y.  This trend is in 
agreement with the LCS model [9] taking into account the usual values of intra-sublattice 
exchange. Therefore it is possible to find systems with only B site canting (A12, A13, 
A16, A18, A41, B11, B21, B31 and C31), others with only A site canting (A17) and 
systems where both sites are canted ( A l l  and A15). We observe that the third situation 
is not expected in the LCS model. 

(ii) If the longitudinal component S ,  of the canted spin is parallel to the applied field 
H ,  the mean canting angle 0 decreases when H increases. If S ,  is antiparallel to H ,  the 
results are not clear and it seems that 8 increases slightly with increasing H ( A l l  and 
A15 systems). 

(iii) In the case of strong dilution in the A sites ( x  3 0.7), some B spins have canting 
angles higher than 90" and therefore the population of the A sites, deduced from 
Mossbauer spectroscopy, is apparently higher than the actual occupancy (A13, A16, 
A41, B21 and B32 systems) (figure 2). The population of reversed B spins is approxi- 
mately equal to the probability of finding six non-magnetic nearest neighbours although 
it is necessary to take into account the effect of second neighbours [8] for x near unity. 

(iv) At higher temperatures, the intensities of lines 2 and 5 decrease and vanish at a 
temperature less than TN (figures 2 and 3). This seems to indicate a transition from a 
canted structure to a collinear one. This transition is progressive, occurring over a large 
temperature range (figure 4). 

Nevertheless, when both Mossbauer spectroscopy and high-field magnetisation 
measurements are performed, a discrepancy exists between the results (Al l ,  A15 and 
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A16 systems). Indeed, magnetisation curves do not show a collinear structure for any 
temperature. To resolve this discrepancy, a model has been proposed [31], It is assumed 
that the transverse spin component S ,  relaxes between preferential directions by a 
thermally activated process. The magnetisation measurements yield only the longi- 
tudinal spin component S,  when the domains are suppressed, and the relaxation does 
not affect the results. For Mossbauer spectroscopy in an applied field, the results depend 
on the value of the relaxation time z relative to the measuring time z,. If z t,, only 
S ,  is experienced and therefore an apparent collinear structure occurs. However, if 
t 9 z,, Mossbauer spectroscopy sees the total spin and a canted spin structure is 
indicated. As z is probably distributed and intermediate phenomena can occur when 
z = z,, the apparent transition toward a collinear structure take place progressively 
with temperature, as observed (figure 4). This explanation differs from the semi-spin- 
glass model [ 121 or re-entrant transition [ 131 in the sense that there is no sharp transition 
for S ,  at any given temperature but only progressive freezing. 

In the case of compounds with a strong A-site dilution, for which reversed B spins 
exist (A16, A41 and B21 systems), the same features occur. In addition, when the 
applied field is sufficiently high to enable the population of the two sites to be determined, 
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Figure 3. Temperature dependence of the 
Mossbauer spectra performed with a field of 1 T 
in the case of the A15 system withx = 1.25 [31]. 
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Figure 4. Temperature dependence of the mean 
canting angles OA (0) and OB (m) deduced from 
Mossbauer spectra performed with a field of 1 T 
in the case of the A15 system with x = 1.25 [31J. 

one observes a decrease in the population corresponding to A and B reversed sites when 
the temperature increases. This decrease seems to reach the actual value of the A-site 
population near a temperature corresponding to the collapse of lines 2 and 5 ,  as if 
reversed B spins resume the normal direction. Nevertheless a significant increase in the 
magnetisation, resulting from a direction change of reversed B spins, does not occur 
with increasing temperature. Two explanations for this discrepancy are possible. If the 
reversed B spins are canted (the results are not clear in this matter), a significant decrease 
in the measured hyperfine field is expected with increasing temperature when the S ,  
relaxation time z approaches z,. It is probable that z for the reversed B spins is smaller 
than that of the normal B spins and so a decrease in the apparent A-site population is 
expected when the temperature increases. The same effect can be obtained if the 
magnetisation of the reversed B spins decreases more quickly than for the normal B 
spins when the temperature increases, taking into account the fact that they probably 
have six non-magnetic nearest neighbours. Further experiments and analysis are needed 
to resolve this point. 

Finally we note that a Yafet-Kittel structure seems incompatible with the results, 
except in the case of non-diluted samples (D21, D22 and D23 systems). For a review of 
this case and of the triangular structure see [21]. 

2.2. Low-field measurements 

Low-field measurements are often used to identify spin-glass or spin-glass-like phases 
in which no long-range order occurs. Thermoremanent magnetisation and frequency- 
dependent AC susceptibility measurements provide information on the dynamics of the 
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Figure 5. Temperature and field dependences of 
theFC(0 ,  A,D,O,V)andZFC(., A,M,e,V) 
magnetisations in the case of the A15 system with 
x = 1.25 [32]. 
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Figure 6.  Branching point of FC-ZFC magnet- 
isation (-*-) and field at which the hysteresis loop 
closes against temperature in the case of the A15 
system withx = 1.25. 

system. Static zero-field-cooled (zFC) or field-cooled (FC) magnetisation measurements 
against field can reveal whether a true phase transition occurs. When long-range order 
is expected, as in LCSS, a difficulty arises since domains exist. The problem is to distin- 
guish, in the measured susceptibility, between that part originating from domain wall 
movements and a possible part due to the disorder. The interpretation is never unam- 
biguous except when direct evidence of the absence of long-range order is given by 
neutron diffraction. There are some features which offer a first approach to the under- 
standing of the properties. There are also some properties which, at first sight, appear 
characteristic of spin-glass-like or cluster glass phases but which are not in reality a proof. 

Only two systems have been the object of detailed studies: the A15 [32,33] and A51 
[49] systems. Only the first is representative of a two-sublattice system. Partial studies 
have been performed on other systems: ZFC and FC magnetisation and hysteresis loop 
measurements on A l l  [23], A18 [16], A31 [43], B11 [51], B41 [61], D11 [67], D13 [69] 
systems, AC susceptibility on A21 [41,42], A31 [44], A32 [45], B11, B41 and D11 
systems, and thermoremanent magnetisation on A l l  [23] and A31 [43] systems. 

FC and ZFC magnetisation measurements seem to demonstrate strong irreversibilities 
(figure 5), as in spin-glass or spin-glass-like phases. The same trend is observed for all 
the samples studied. These irreversibilities are strongly field dependent in the whole 
temperature range below TN and disappear at medium fields. Moreover the coercive 
field is small below T N ,  as in ferrimagnets, but increases strongly at low temperatures 
where both S, freezing and hysteresis loop time dependence are observed [32,33]. 
In figure 6, we have represented firstly the field dependence of the branching point 
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Figure 7. Temperature and frequency (0, 
0.25 kHz; A ,  1 kHz; 0, 10 kHz; A ,  100 kHz) 
dependences of the in-phase permeability ,U' and 
out-of-phase permeability p" in the case of the 

1 
A15 system withx = 1.32. T ( K l  

temperature of ZFC and FC magnetisation curves and secondly the temperature depen- 
dence of the field at which the hysteresis loop closes, in the case of an A15 compound 
with x = 1.25 [32,33]. The two curves are superposed. The same features are observed 
in a D13 system [69] and show that the irreversibilities could only be the consequence 
of the variation in the hysteresis loop with temperature, an interpretation in terms of 
clusters or spin-glass-like phases being then inadequate. 

The AC susceptibility xAC often shows intricate properties. For example, figure 7 
shows the temperature and frequency dependences for Li-Ti ferrite (A15 system with 
x = 1.32). It is to be expected that the LCS will cause complex domains and domain walls 
that lead to complicated behaviour. Moreover, anomalies can occur in xAC at high 
frequencies and near TN owing to domain wall relaxation and near the S ,  freezing 
temperature. To relate to any phase transformation or any spin or cluster freezing, it is 
necessary to examine the imaginary part of xAC, which must show the same types of 
anomaly. Also the variation in these anomalies with frequency can give information on 
the dynamics of the phase transformation or the freezing. In our opinion the xAC results 
demonstrate the existence of a spin-glass-like phase only for the A21 and A32 systems; 
this is confirmed by the absence of magnetic reflections in neutron diffraction. 

The thermoremanent magnetisation shows a similar variation to that obtained for a 
spin-glass-like phase with the natural logarithm of the thermoremanent magnetisation 
proportional to lnt .  Only in the A31 system has a stretched exponential law been 
observed [43]. In the A15 system with x = 1.25 [32,33], the remanent magnetisation 
and thermoremanence exhibit two regimes: one for temperatures above 15 K and the 
other for temperatures below 15 K. The activation energy is the sum of two terms 
of which one is inversely proportional to the relaxation time of the transverse spin 
component. In our opinion these properties can be explained in terms of the complex 
structure of domains and domain walls due to LCSS. After cooling at low temperatures, 
S,  is frozen in an energy minimum. The energy required to move the walls is important 
as the energy barrier between energy minima is high. In fact, after spin rotation, S,  is 
not in a direction which minimises the energy and therefore the system relaxes [32,33]. 
At high temperatures, the energy barrier is low and S,  relaxation is rapid. Therefore the 
equilibrium state is reached rapidly and the compound behaves as a normal ferrimagnet 
[321. 
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In the case of substituted ferrites, low-field measurements do not yield evidence 
concerning the magnetic structure. From the systems reviewed, spin-glass-like phases 
have been demonstrated for the systems A21, A32 and A51 by other techniques. LCSS 
are certain or probable in the All, A15, A18, A31, B11 and D11 systems. It is also 
probable that special properties occur in the B41 and D11 systems owing to the complex 
mixture of magnetic ions which causes significant frustration. 

2.3. Measurements without afield 

In this type of measurement there is no perturbation of the magnetic state by a magnetic 
field. Examples are neutron diffraction (which reveals the magnetic structure and the 
presence of long-range order), Mossbauer spectroscopy and nuclear magnetic resonance 
(NMR). 

Certain compositions of some systems have been the object of neutron diffraction 
studies(forasurvey,see[75]). ForthesystemsA21[41],A31withx = 0.8and1[14,43], 
A32 [45] and A51 withx s 0.85 [49], the absence of long-range order magnetic lines and 
the existence of a developed short-range order hump peaking indicate spin-glass or spin- 
glass-like properties. In the case of systems A13 with x = 0.66 [27], A15 with x = 1.1 
and 1.32 [32], B21 with x = 0.5 and 0.75 [57] and B31 with x = 0.4 and 0.8 [60], the 
existence of a magnetic contribution in the neutron lines indicates long-range fer- 
rimagnetic ordering. The absence of a sharp (200) magnetic reflection and the fact that 
the deduced magnetic moment (at least for one site) is clearly lower than the expected 
values from a collinear structure are in favour of the LCS structure. The same features 
are observed for the systems A31 with x = 0,0.2 and 0.4 [14,43] and D11 with x = 0.5 
[68] but with, in addition, a broad diffuse hump at low temperatures. For the latter 
compound the hump disappears at a temperature well below TN and is related to the S, 
short-range correlation. In this compound, steps in the temperature dependence of the 
magnetic moment are observed, similar to those seen in the system A13 with x = 0.66 
(single-crystal sample) [28]. Further experiments are required (in particular against 
temperature) to distinguish between a semi-spin-glass state and a LCS with S,  relaxation. 

Numerous systems have been the object of Mossbauer studies without an applied 
field, but it is difficult to deduce pertinent results concerning the magnetic structure 
because the presence of relaxation complicates the interpretation of the spectra. On 
the other hand, in certain systems, a paramagnetic part exists well below the NCel 
temperature and its population increases greatly with increasing temperature. The 
presence of ionic spin relaxation has been clearly demonstrated in B11 [52] and B21 
[56,58] systems and seems a general feature related to LCSS. Nevertheless the model 
considers only longitudinal relaxation and it would be interesting to take into account 
the transverse spin relaxation appearing in LCSS. We feel that this improvement could 
explain the occurrence of the paramagnetic part and the abnormal variation in the 
hyperfine field with temperature. Nevertheless it seems also that near the NCel tem- 
perature, as we have explained above, clusters uncorrelated with the infinite magnetic 
network can occur and are responsible, to some degree at least, for the paramagnetic 
part. 

Finally, we note a NMR experiment on the D12 system [62] which has clearly shown 
the existence of a canted structure. 
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Figure 8. Experimental phase diagram for Fe3+ systems and analogous systems (see text): 
0, ferrimagnetic order; 0, limiting case between ferrimagnetic order and LCSS; 0, LCS or 
perturbed ferrimagneticorder; A ,  spin-glass-like phase; A, spin-glassstate; 0, paramagnetic 
phase; U, antiferromagnetic phase; a,  other systems; +a, superposition of Fe3' and other 
systems; lines PL, percolation limit lines (see text); line E, experimental line (see text). 

3. Phase diagram 

From the results that we have examined, experimental phase diagrams can be established 
(figures 8 and 9), in which the compounds have been mainly classified in four categories: 

(i) ferrimagnetic order; 
(ii) dubious cases difficult to classify in terms of ferrimagnetic order and LCSS; 
(iii) LCS or perturbed magnetic order; 
(iv) spin-glass or spin-glass-like phases. 

We have distinguished between the directly comparable compounds with Fe3+ (A1 1 
to A18 systems) (figure 8) and the systems which contain anisotropic magnetic ions: 
Fe2+ (A21 and B31), Co2+ (A31, A32, A33, B11, B12, C21, C22, C23, D11 and D22) 
and Mn3+ (D13) (figure 9). 

For the other materials, some systems behave similar to Fe3+ compounds and are 
also indicated in figure 8: A41, A.51, B21, B22, C11, C31 and C41. We note that for the 
two first systems there is no magnetic atom mixture but for the other systems a mixture 
of Fe3+-Ni2+ and Fe3+-Mn2+ exists. The systems B41, D12, D23 and D24 behave 
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m 

Figure 9. Experimental phase diagram for anisotropic ion systems and Cr3+-Me mixtures 
(see text): symbols have the same meaning as in figure 8; a ,  anisotropic systems; m,  mixture 
systems; m + a, mixture of anisotropic and Cr3+ ions in some systems. 

similarly to anisotropic compounds and are a mixture of magnetic atoms with Cr3+ 
(figure 9). 

The percolation limit lines (see 0 1) are labelled PL in the phase diagrams. 
For the Fe3+ compounds (figure 8), the percolation model is not in contradiction 

with the experimental results. Between the two percolation lines PL, spin-glass-like 
phases are generally obtained except in the concentration region where ‘high CB 
values - CA = 0’ (antiferromagnetic and perturbed antiferromagnetic phases). Few 
results are available in the spin-glass region, and no information at all for CB = 0. 

In figure 8, on the right of the percolation line for AB bonds, it is possible to draw 
an experimental line (line E) which separates the ferrimagnetic region from the LCS 
region. This line is only approximate because it is difficult to know precisely whether a 
true ferrimagnetic phase occurs or a weakly canted phase. This line E is not well defined 
in some concentration ranges because of the lack of experimental results. Such a lack of 
results also causes uncertainties in other regions of the phase diagram. For example, 
antiferromagnetic order can probably occur in the range ‘CB = 0,0.5 s CA 6 1’. In this 
range and for very weak CB-values, does antiferromagnetic order persist or does a spin- 
glass-like state occur? 

Some systems behave similarly to the Fe3+ compounds. 

(i) The A51 (Cr3+ in B site) and A41 (Mn2+ in A site and Fe3+ in B site) systems have 
no mixture of magnetic atoms in either site. In spite of different exchange integrals, 
these systems behave similarly to the Fe3+ compounds. This indicates that the dilution 
of magnetic atoms is the predominant factor for obtaining the observed structures. 
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(ii) Certain systems have Ni2+-Fe3+ or Mn2+-Fe3+ mixtures. In the case of Ni2+, the 
(Ni2+-Fe3+)~~ and (Ni2+-Ni2+)BB exchange integrals are less negative than the (Fe3+- 
F e 3 + ) ~ ~  integral [76,77]. This leads, in a certain sense, to a decrease in the frustration. 
It is not therefore surprising that these systems have approximately the same properties 
as the Fe3+ systems. The same feature seems to occur for a Mn2+-Fe3+ mixture [76] 
whereas in the case of Cr3+ the BB exchange integrals are more strongly negative [77]. 

In the second phase diagram (figure 9), results concerning anisotropic magnetic ions 
and mixtures with Cr3+ systems have been reported. By comparison with figure 8, a 
more extended spin-glass-like region and a shift to higher concentrations of the LCS 
region are observed. The ferrimagnetic region, observed for only some systems, is 
strongly reduced at around CB = CA = 1. In the case of mixtures with Cr3+, the strong 
negative values of the Cr3+ exchange, and in particular the BB interactions [77], lead to 
an increasing frustration which destabilises the ferrimagnetic network at quite low levels 
of dilution. 

For anisotropic magnetic ion systems, no model has been developed for random 
cubic anisotropy and interaction disorders. Nevertheless, we can use the prediction of 
the uniaxial random-anisotropy model [18]. In our case, mean values of anisotropy are 
expected. With increasing field, three magnetic states can occur: 

(i) a correlated spin glass (CSG), 
(ii) a ferromagnetic state with a wandering axis (FWA) and 
(iii) a ferromagnetic state with some very weak deviations. 

If coherent anisotropy exists (as for example uniaxial anisotropy due to magnetoelastic 
effects in amorphous ferromagnets), the field limits between the three states, which 
depend on the anisotropy strength, decrease with increasing coherent anisotropy. As 
the anisotropy is strongly temperature dependent, so too are the field limits, and it is 
possible to observe, at constant field, the three states as a function of the temperature. 

In the anisotropic ferrite systems under review, the anisotropic magnetic ions 
(Mn3+, Fe2+ and Co2+) randomly occupy one site. The expected resulting anisotropy 
is the sum of the cubic coherent (non-random) anisotropy and the uniaxial random 
anisotropy following a 100- or 111-type axis. On the other hand, the CSG state is a kind 
of spin-glass-like phase and the FWA state is phenomenologically equivalent to the LCS, 
although the correlation length is not the same. Therefore the effect of the anisotropic 
ions is to extend the spin-glass region and to shift the LCS region. The LCS region is 
observed in a concentration range where ferrimagnetic order exists in the case of 
isotropic ions, and the spin-glass-like phase replaces the isotropic LCS case. 

These experimental diagrams are quite different from the theoretical diagram in 
[12] and diagram in [78] based mainly on experimental results but also on theoretical 
considerations. Note that, for the diagram in [78], diluted samples were considered only 
theoretically. We think that our diagram is more realistic and takes into account the 
actual phase of numerous diluted samples. Some differencesfrom the diagram in [21] also 
occur, essentially in the spin-glass region. For certain regions, notably antiferromagnetic 
and randomly canted antiferromagnetic, no pertinent experimental results are available. 

Finally, we emphasise that supplementary detailed studies at low fields are required 
to understand the properties of domains and domain walls induced by LCSS. Also, it is 
clear from phase diagrams that certain concentration regions have been the object of 
only a few studies. The limit problems remain open and, in particular, the evolution of 
the LCS phase to the antiferromagnetic phase is not known. 
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